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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a mechanism for mode
selection and spectrum allocation for in-band overlay D2D com-
munication. A potential D2D user measures the activity over the
spectrum allocated for D2D transmissions and uses a carrier
sensing threshold to decide about its transmission mode. By
appropriately selecting the carrier sensing threshold, the inter-
ference among D2D communication pairs can be controlled and
their performance can be improved. Also, the distributed nature
of this mechanism leads to less signalling overhead between D2D
users and base stations even in dense deployments. Based on this
method, we find spectrum allocation factors and carrier sensing
thresholds for maximizing the rate of D2D users under target
rate constraint for cellular users.

Index Terms—Device-to-device communication, Mat́ern point
process, mode selection, spectrum sharing, stochastic geometry.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Device-to-Device (D2D) communication in cellular spec-
trum is a promising concept holding potential benefits such as
improved spectrum efficiency, enhanced capacity and improved
coverage [1]–[3]. One fundamental issue in supporting D2D
in cellular networks is how to efficiently utilize the cellular
spectrum resources. In terms of conceptual and theoretical
model, D2D can be seen as an extension of the concept
of cognitive radio and dynamic spectrum access, where the
cellular links can be seen as primary links and the D2D as
secondary links. The difference with the cognitive radio model
is that in D2D communication the primary system is aware
and supportive about the secondary links. Under appropriate
control of the base station (BS), D2D can improve the spectrum
efficiency of cellular networks by reusing cellular resources
(D2D underlay) or allocating dedicated cellular resourcesfor
D2D communication (D2D overlay).

In the underlay approach, interference issue arises since
D2D and cellular users on the same resource can cause severe
interference to each other. Thus, proper resource allocation
should be performed. Previous works, see for instance [2],
[3], assumed that BS knows the channel state information of
all involved links. The BS’s participation to make scheduling
decision for cellular and D2D users causes large signalling
overhead especially in dense deployments.

On the other hand, in overlay approach, there is no cross-
tier interference between cellular and D2D users [2]. However,
the cellular spectrum might be used inefficiently. One way to
improve spectrum utilization is to use proper mode selection

algorithms which would determine the actual density of D2D
transmissions in the network.

In the existing literature, mode selection algorithms utilize
either the D2D pair distance [4] and/or the distance between
D2D transmitter and cellular BS [5] as selection criteria. In
that case, a D2D transmitter can generate harmful interference
to another D2D communication pair, as D2D pairs can be
arbitrary close to each other.

In this paper, we consider overlay D2D and schedule the
transmissions of D2D users so that the transmissions in D2D
mode are placed at least at some distance far away from each
other. In this way, the self-interference among the D2D pairs
can be controlled. In order to select the mode, we propose
that a D2D user should measure the activity over the spectrum
allocated for transmissions in D2D mode and use a carrier
sensing (CS) threshold to decide about its transmission mode.
When the measured energy is below the threshold, there is
indication there are not many ongoing D2D communications
and D2D mode should be selected. Otherwise, the D2D user
should select infrastructure-based mode. As a result, mode
selection is done in a distributed fashion eliminating signalling
overhead between BS and D2D users.

Considering the system performance, the CS threshold and
the amount of cellular spectrum allocated exclusively for D2D
communication are coupled. For instance, in dense deploy-
ments, a high CS threshold results in high D2D density and
subsequently in high interference among D2D communication
pairs. This can be compensated by allocating to them more
spectrum. However, this means there would be less spectrum
available for cellular transmissions. In this paper, we show how
to set the CS threshold and the spectrum partition factor for
maximizing the rate of D2D users under target rate constraint
for the cellular users.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MODE SELECTION

We consider a cellular system that enables D2D commu-
nication. The cellular users are distributed according to a
Poisson point process (PPP),Φc, with densityλc while D2D
users follow a PPP,Φ, with densityλ. The density of base
stations (BSs) is denoted byλbs and their distribution follows
a PPP too. The BSs form a Voronoi tessellation and cellular
users communicate with their nearest BS (also referred to as
home BS). On the other hand, D2D users may use either
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D2D communication mode or infrastructure-based mode (also
referred to as cellular-based mode) through their home BS.

We consider overlay in-band D2D where a fractionβ of the
cellular spectrum is exclusively assigned for D2D mode. The
remaining part(1−β) is used for cellular-based transmissions,
see Fig. 1. Within a macro-cell, the cellular users and the D2D
users in cellular mode are scheduled in a round-robin fashion
i.e. only a single user can be active at a time and it uses the full
available bandwidth(1− β). On the other hand, there may be
many ongoing D2D communication pairs within a macro-cell
each using bandwidthβ.

Fig. 1: In-band overlay D2D. Portionβ of cellular spectrum
is exclusively allocated for D2D communication mode.

The D2D pair distance is fixed and denoted byd while the
transmit power level in D2D mode is equal toPd. For a small
distanced, the power levelPd should be taken much smaller
than the power levelP used for cellular transmissions. For
the time being, we do not incorporate power control in our
analysis neither for cellular nor for D2D users. The distance-
based propagation pathloss as a function of the distancer is
denoted byld(r) for D2D mode andlc(r) for cellular mode.
Also, we consider Rayleigh fading with mean equal to unity.

In underlay D2D, the D2D communication is usually allo-
cated over uplink resources to better control the interference
the D2D mode generates to the cellular system. Without im-
pairments such as out-of-band emissions and adjacent channel
frequency selectivity, there are no similar restrictions in overlay
D2D. However, we still present our analysis for an uplink
cellular system as we plan to conduct a future study on the
performance of overlay D2D in the presence of impairments.

A. Mode selection

In order to select the mode for the D2D users we consider
their mutual interference. We try to avoid situations where
D2D communication pairs located close to each other are all
scheduled in D2D mode. At the same time, we are looking for
mechanisms with a low communication signalling overhead
between the D2D users and their home BS.

In order to fulfill these requirements, we propose that D2D
users could measure the activity in the D2D spectrum and use
a threshold-based test to decide their mode in a distributed
way. When the measured energy is below the threshold, there
is indication that there are not many ongoing D2D commu-
nications closeby and D2D mode is selected. Otherwise, the
D2D users select infrastructure-based mode. Essentially,D2D
users employ a carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) type of

contention to transmit in D2D mode. Provided that the D2D
pair distanced is smaller than the CS range, the D2D self-
interference can be controlled. In Fig. 2, one can see that
potential D2D users inside the CS range of an ongoing D2D
communication resort to infrastructure-based mode.

Fig. 2: Illustration of the mode selection algorithm.

B. Carrier sensing range and carrier sensing threshold

The locations of transmitters in wireless networks with
contention control are usually modelled by the Matérn Point
Process (MPP) [6]. Even though MPP type II suffers from the
well-known node underestimation problem, it has been widely
employed to model the distribution of transmitters in wireless
networks with CSMA type of contention control [7], [8]. The
set of D2D users scheduled in D2D mode,Φd, can be obtained
by thinning the parent PPP,Φ, and the density of transmissions
in D2D mode,λd, is equal to the density of an MPP type II
with PPP parent densityλ and hardcore distance (HCD)δ,

λd =
1− e−λπδ2

πδ2
. (1)

Equivalently, a D2D user transmits in D2D mode with prob-
ability q = λd/λ and in cellular mode with complementary
probability (1− q).

The HCDδ models the CS range. Given the HCD, the mean
interference at a typical D2D transmitter can be computed and
set equal to the CS threshold [8] which would be used in
practice to control the density of D2D mode transmissions.

According to the properties of MPP type II, the mean
interference at the D2D transmitter can be split into two terms:
(i) The mean interference from D2D transmitters located at
distancesr > 2δ is equal to the mean interference due to
a PPP with densityλd. (ii) The mean interference due to
transmissions at distancesr : δ ≤ r ≤ 2δ depends on the
correlation properties of the MPP type II. The pair correlation
function (PCF) for MPP type II has a complex form but
simple bounds have been derived in [9] and can be used to
approximate the relation between HCD and CS threshold.



Note that an upper bound for the CS threshold will result
in less D2D users allocated in cellular spectrum and thus, it
favors the QoS of cellular users. Using the upper bound of the
PCF, we obtain the following upper bound for the CS threshold

E!
o {It} = E!

o

{

It<2δ

}

+ E!
o

{

It>2δ

}

(2i)

≤ 2πλd

∫ 2δ

δ

ld(r)g(r)dr + 2πλd

∫ ∞

2δ

ld(r)dr (2ii)

whereIt denotes the interference level at the D2D transmitter
andg(r) is the upper bound for the PCF of MPP type II. Also,
note that the mean of the fading which is equal to unity has
been omitted from the equation.

III. SPECTRUM ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION

Given the densities of the D2D users, BSs and cellular
users, a network management entity should divide the spectrum
between D2D and infrastructure communication and also set
the CS threshold for the D2D users. These values are then
broadcasted from the BSs to the D2D users.

A. Problem formulation

The CS threshold and the spectrum partition factor can be
selected to maximize various optimization criteria of the cel-
lular system. In this paper, we propose to set the optimization
parameters for maximizing the rate of the D2D users,Qd,
under some constraint on the rate in the cellular uplink,Qc.

Maximize :
β

Qd.

Subject to : Qc ≥ τ.
(3)

Next we show how to computeQd and Qc. First, let us
consider a typical D2D link. With overlay in-band D2D, the
interferers are D2D transmitters. The interference at the typical
D2D receiver is given byId =

∑

x∈Φd
Pdhxld(rx) wherehx

describes the fading from interfererx and follows exponential
distribution with mean equal to unity. Note that the probability
generating functional (PGFL) of MPP type II is not known. As
a result, only an approximation for the coverage probability of
transmissions in D2D mode can be obtained. In Appendix A,
the following approximation has been obtained

Pd ≈ e
−

γd·βσ2
d

Pd·ld(d)
−λd

2π∫

0

∞∫

2δ

f(r)
1+f(r)

rdrdφ−cλd

2π∫

0

2δ∫

δ

f(r)
1+f(r)

rdrdφ

(4)

where γd is the SINR target,σ2
d is the noise level at D2D

receiver over the full bandwidth, the constantc = 2π
4π/3+

√
3/2

andf(r)= γd · l(
√

r2+d2−2rd cosφ)/l(d).
Using the above approximation, the spectral efficiency for

D2D mode can be derived based on [4]

Rd =

∫ ∞

0

Pd

1 + γd
dγd. (5)

Let us now consider a typical cellular link. With overlay in-
band D2D, the interferers are cellular transmitters from other
cells i.e. cellular users and D2D users in cellular mode. Recall

from Section II that cellular users are distributed according
to a PPP with densityλc. Also, D2D users in cellular mode
would generate in the uplink mean interference equal to the
mean interference from a PPP with density(1− q)λ. As these
two PPPs are independent, one can approximate their aggregate
impact by another PPP,Φ′

c, with densityλ
′

c = λc+(1−q)λ [6].

In the uplink of a cellular system with round-robin schedul-
ing, only one transmitter is active in a cell at particular
moment. Scheduling introduces dependency in the processΦ′

c.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the typical active
cellular user is uniformly distributed in the cell area of a BS
and the locations of cellular interferers form a PPPΦ′

c,a with
densityλbs. Under this assumption, it can also be shown that
the distance of a cellular user to its nearest BS follows the
Rayleigh distributionhR(r) = 2πλbsre

−λbsπr
2

[4].

The interference at the typical BS is given byIc =
∑

y∈Φ′

c,a
Pchylc(ry) wherehy describes the fading from the

y-th interferer following exponential distribution with mean
equal to unity. While computing coverage probability for
cellular transmissions, one should take into account the fact
that some BSs may not have any user to serve.

Lemma 1. The coverage probability for cellular users is

Pc=

∞
∫

0

hR(r) · e
−

γc(1−β)σ2
c

Pc·l(r)
−2παλbs

r2γc
a−2 2F1(1, a−2

a ,2− 2
a ,−γc)dr

where γc is the cellular SINR target, σ2
c is the noise power

level at the base station over the full bandwidth, α = 1−
(1 + 3.5−1λ′

c/λbs)
−3.5 is the probability a base station is

active [10] and 2F1 is the Gaussian hypergeometric function.

Proof: See Appendix B.

Based on Lemma 1, the spectral efficiency in the cellular
uplink can be derived as [4]

Rc = ν

∞
∫

0

Pc

1 + γc
dγc (6)

whereν = αλbs/λ
′
c is the portion of time a cellular user is

active in the uplink.

Using the link ratesRc andRd, we can derive the average
rates of cellular and D2D users,Qc andQd respectively. The
average rate of cellular users,Qc, is equal to their spectral
efficiency, Rc, multiplied by the available bandwidth,(1 −
β). On the other hand, the average rate of D2D users,Qd, is
obtained as an average of their normalized spectral efficiency
in D2D mode,Rd, and cellular mode,Rc, scaled with the
normalized user density and transmission bandwidth.

Proposition 1. The average normalized rate for cellular and
D2D users is

Qc = (1− β)Rc (7)

Qd = qβRd + (1− q)(1− β)Rc. (8)



B. Optimization algorithm

We start by showing how to identify the feasibility region
i.e. CS thresholds and spectrum allocation factors that satisfy
the optimization constraint(1 − β)Rc ≥ τ . In general, the
spectral efficiencyRc depends on both optimization parameters
making the numerical analysis complex. To simplify matters,
we propose to ignore the impact of noise level on the coverage
probability of cellular transmissions i.e. we setσ2

c = 0 in
equation (6). The proposed approximation is accurate in dense
deployments, see Fig. 3, because the cellular system becomes
interference limited.

Given a CS threshold or equivalently a HCDδ, the spectral
efficiencyRc is obtained after a double numerical integration,
see equation (6), and the largest possible spectrum allocation
factor is expressed asβ ≤ 1− τ

Rc
. With the feasibility region

at hand, the D2D rateQd = qβRd+(1 − q)τ is evaluated
for different pairs of values for the HCD and the spectrum
allocation factorβ along the border of the feasibility region.
It is a matter of future research to prove that the maximum of
the D2D rateQd occurs on the feasibility border.
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Fig. 3: Coverage probability based on SIR and SINR in cellular
uplink for different cell radiusesD. The noise level has been
taken equal to−96 dBm assuming that full20 MHz band is
allocated to cellular mode. The noise figure is5 dB.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

We consider a cellular network with BS densityλbs =
1/(π · 2002) and cellular users with twice the BS density,
λc=2λbs. We evaluate the performance of spectrum allocation
and mode selection algorithm for different D2D user densities
λ = {1 · · · 10} × λbs. Taking realistic 3GPP propagation
environment [11] into account, we consider the following path-
loss equation in dB:37.6 log10(r)+15.3 for the infrastructure
mode and40.0 log10(r)+28 for the D2D mode, wherer is
the distance in meters. The D2D link distance is fixed to
d = 30 m. We use fixed transmit power level,23 dBm for
the infrastructure mode and20 dBm for the D2D mode.

In Fig. 4 we depict the feasibility region i.e. CS thresholds
and spectrum allocation factorsβ given the constraintτ on the

normalized cellular rate. In general, increasing the constraint
τ reduces the size of the feasibility region for D2D mode
because more bandwidth should be reserved for cellular-based
communication. Also, given a rate constraintτ , allocating more
spectrum for the D2D mode should always be combined with
a higher CS threshold to increase the density of users in D2D
mode and leave enough time resources available for cellular-
based communication.
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Fig. 4: Feasibility region given the target rateτ for the cellular
mode and D2D user densityλ=10λbs.
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Fig. 5: Normalized rate for D2D users, D2D densityλ=10λbs.

In Fig. 5 we depict the rate for D2D usersQd as a
function of the CS threshold. Note that the CS thresholds
are associated with the spectrum allocation factors on the
border of the feasibility region, see Fig. 4. For a low threshold
the interference among D2D users is low but the associated
bandwidthβ is low too. The allocated bandwidth dominates
the rate in the D2D mode and through that the overall D2D
rate is kept low. However, increasing the allocated bandwidth β
beyond certain point has adverse effects. Due to the associated
high CS threshold, the D2D self-interference starts reducing
the rate in D2D mode. As a result, one can find an optimal
point i.e. spectrum partition factorβ and CS threshold where



the D2D user rate is maximized. As expected, the optimal point
depends on the cellular rate constraint.

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we depict the optimal spectrum partition
factors and CS thresholds respectively for different D2D user
densities. As the D2D user density increases, the number of
D2D users operating in cellular mode increases too. To meet
the cellular rate constraint, the reduction of available time
resources per user in the cellular mode can be compensated
by reserving less bandwidth for D2D mode and by setting
higher CS threshold.
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Fig. 6: Spectrum fractionβ for different D2D user densities.
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Fig. 7: CS threshold for different D2D user densities.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the sum rate gain achieved by a
cellular system enabling D2D communication in comparison
with a conventional cellular system where all transmissions use
the base station as a relay. The gain is computed as follows:

λc ·Qc + λ ·Qd

(λc + λ) ·Rc
.

where for the conventional system the cellular rate,Rc, should
be evaluated after setting in equation (6) the D2D spectrum
allocation factorβ = 0.

When the D2D user density becomes high, the spectrum
allocation factorβ decreases and at the same time, the density
of users in D2D mode increases, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Due to these reasons, the rate of users in D2D mode,Rd,
decreases and subsequently the overall benefit of localized
communication decreases too. However, for all considered
D2D user densities, significant gain has been computed.
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Fig. 8: Gain in comparison with a cellular system without D2D
mode functionality.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a mechanism to allocate spectrum
for in-band overlay D2D communication. The mechanism
has a distributed nature eliminating communication signalling
overhead between D2D users and their home BSs. We have
ended up with relative high fractions of cellular bandwidth
allocated for D2D. This is due to the fact that the objective
function in our optimization considers simply the D2D user
rate while the cellular user rate appears only as an optimiza-
tion constraint. As potential directions for future work one
may consider how the spectrum allocation behaves when the
objective function incorporates performance aspects bothfor
cellular and D2D users. Also, adjacent channel interference
issues between the cellular and D2D mode would have an
impact on the optimal carrier sensing threshold and spectrum
allocation factor. Finally, extending the proposed mechanism to
incorporate multi-operator D2D communication aspects would
increase its applicability.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of equation (4)

The coverage probability for D2D mode is:

Pd = P{SINR>γd} = P

{

Pdhld(d)

βσ2
d+Id

> γd

}

= P

{

h>
γd(βσ

2
d+Id)

Pdld(d)

}

= E
!o
Id

{

e
−

γd(βσ2
d
+Id)

Pdld(d)

}

= e
−

γdβσ2
d

Pdld(d)LId

(

γd
Pdld(d)

)



whereLId

(

γd

Pdld(d)

)

is the Laplace transform (LT) of aggre-

gate interference at the D2D receiver evaluated ats = γd

Pdld(d)
.

LIr = E
!o
Φd,h







e
−

∑

x

Pdhxld(rx)

Pdld(d)/γd







=E
!o
Φd,h

{

∏

x

e
−hxld(rx)

ld(d)/γd

}

= E
!o
Φd(S1),h

{

∏

x

e
−hxld(rx)

ld(d)/γd

}

·E!o
Φd(S2),h

{

∏

x

e
−hxld(rx)

ld(d)/γd

}

= E
!o
Φd(S1)







∏

x

1

1+ γdld(rx)
ld(d)







· E!o
Φd(S2)







∏

x

1

1+ γdld(rx)
ld(d)







whereS1 = {(r, θ) : 0≤ θ ≤ 2π, r ≥ 2δ}, S2 = {(r, θ) : 0≤
θ≤ 2π, δ < r < 2δ} and rx is the distance between thex-th
D2D transmitter and the D2D receiver under consideration, see
Fig. 9.

While the point processΦd(S1) is Poisson with densityλd,
the point processΦd(S2) is not due to the positive correlation
of MPP type II at distances less than2δ. However, the mean
interference received from the areaS2 can be upper bounded
by a PPP with densitycλd [12]. Based on that, we make the
assumption that the PGFL of an MPP type II in the areaS2

can be lower bounded by the PGFL of a PPP with densitycλd

and the desired result is obtained.

Fig. 9: Generated interference at D2D receiver due to trans-
missions in D2D mode.

B. Proof of Lemma 1

Unlike the D2D case where the useful link distance is fixed
and equal tod, the distance between a cellular user and its
home BS follows a Rayleigh distributionhR(r). Following
similar steps as in the Appendix A we obtain

Pc =

∫ ∞

0

hR(r) · e
−

γc(1−β)σ2
c

Pclc(r) · LIc

(

γc
Pclc(r)

)

dr

whereIc is the aggregate out-of-cell interference from uplink
cellular transmissions. The distribution of the random variable

Ic is characterized in terms of LT which is given by

LIc = E
!o
Φ′

c,a,h

{

e
− γc

Pclc(r)

∑

y
Pchylc(ry)

}

(p1)
= E

!o
Φ′

c,a,h

{

∏

y

e−
γchylc(ry)

lc(r)

}

= E
!o
Φ′

c,a







∏

y

1

1+
γclc(ry)
lc(r)







(p2)
= e

−2παλbs

∫
∞

r

γclc(ry)/lc(r)

1+γclc(ry)/lc(r)
rydry

(p3)
= e−2παλbs

r2γc
a−2 2F1(1, a−2

a ,2− 2
a ,−γc)

where (p1) follows from the i.i.d. distribution of the fading
hy, (p2) follows from the PFGL of PPPΦ′

c,a and the fact that
the fadinghy follows an exponential distribution with mean
equal to unity, and (p3) follows from the following relationship
∫∞
r

u
u+xaxdx = ur2−a

a−2 2F1

(

1, a−2
a , 2− 2

a ,−ur−a
)

.
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